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Programme Erasmus+ 

Key-Action Strategic Partnerships for Higher Education, Key Action 203 

Project Number 2020-1-UK01-KA203-079064 

Project Acronym ASTONRail 

Output Identification IO8 

Output title ASTONRail Handbook 

Main Objective of the IO To produce the ASTONRail Handbook on building a skilled workforce through next 
generation methods, policies and practice of effective rail higher education 
techniques and mechanisms. 

Date (of the report) 25-08-2023 

Report/Output Type Learning / teaching / training material – Manual / handbook / guidance material 

Language used to fill in the form EN 

Leading Organisation TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE WILDAU (E10188671, DE) 

Participating Organisations • ASTON UNIVERSITY (E10209108, GB)  
• KUNGLIGA TEKNISKA HOEGSKOLAN (E10209479, SE)  
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• EURNEX e.V. (E10246848, DE) 

Description of the intellectual 
output 

This Intellectual Output IO8 includes the ASTONRail handbook on building a skilled 
workforce through next generation methods, policies and practice of effective rail 
higher education techniques and mechanisms. The handbook will be a key 
reference in the field. The handbook has several parts (selection): 

• It gives a comprehensive summary of the findings and outputs of WG 1 – 
WG 4 (and additionally about WG 6-WG 9) in a compact and clear 
structured way.  

• It describes approaches and methods for innovative and modern rail higher 
education in the ASTONRail methods catalogue, consisting of teaching and 
learning types, methods and assessment methods applicable in rail higher 
education in a way easy to read and to stimulate the reader to use them. 
The handbook includes information about the ASTONRail intensive study 
programme, organised in WG 6, at which teaching approaches and 
methods have been tested and verified.  

• It includes 65 best practice examples from the ASTONRail partnership to 
motivate all interested parties and target groups to use the developed 
methods in their ongoing rail-oriented programmes and for new developed 
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rail-related programmes. The best practice examples show how the 
teaching and learning methods are use/implemented in rail teaching. 

The ASTONRail handbook is a “living” platform that is dynamic and flexible to 
respond to changes in the railway sector. New material or new ideas and new 
information in the field of rail higher education can be integrated continually. With 
this approach the handbook advises on modern and efficient teaching and learning 
methods and innovative education techniques and mechanisms for rail skills 
development.  

Start Date (dd-mm-yyyy) 03-01-2023 

End Date (dd-mm-yyyy) 25-08-2023 

Available Languages English 

Available Medias http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki 

Description and division of work The ASTONRail handbook is a product of the close teamwork of the ASTONRail 
project partners. The work was divided into two main tasks: 

Task 8.1 led by TH Wildau and supported by all partners (AU, KTH, DICEA, UNIZA, 
UMA, UNIZG, EURNEX) was focused on analysing all the content related findings 
and outputs produced within WG1, WG2, WG3, WG4, WG6 and additionally within 
WG7-WG9. All partners contributed in a standardised way. For the collection of 
input, a template was created by TH Wildau, which was presented to the partners 
and approved. 

Sub-tasks within task 8.1 included: 

8.1.1 for input from WG1 by DICEA 

8.1.2 for input from WG2 by UNIZA 

8.1.3 for input from WG3 by KTH 

8.1.4 for input from WG4 by AU 

8.1.5 for input from WG6 by UNIZG 

8.1.6 compilation of input, reviews, formatting etc. TH Wildau supported by UMA and 
EURNEX 

In Task 8.2 TH Wildau and AU supported by all partners (KTH, DICEA, UNIZA, UMA, 
UNIZG, EURNEX) developed a proposal for the technical representation of the final 
results and the management of the input during the development phase of the 
handbook. TH Wildau with contribution by EURNEX selected an appropriate 
platform to implement the handbook as a “living” document. The handbook is hosted 
on EURNEX server. The handbook is adapted to the needs of the partnership and 
provides easy access to all involved parties. It ensures an easy use of the project 
results.  

  

http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki
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1 Introduction 
Intellectual Output (IO) 8 is the ASTONRail handbook. This report describes what was done 
in Working Group (WG) 8 and gives an insight into the ASTONRail handbook. The ASTONRail 
handbook was developed by WG 8 leader TH Wildau with contribution of all ASTONRail 
partners. As the intellectual output format is an online handbook, the ASTONRail handbook 
itself is the proof of the work done.  
The handbook is available at http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki. 

2 Description of the Work Done  
The following was done in WG 8 to develop IO 8: 

• Selection of an appropriate platform to implement the handbook as a living document 
after identifying the requirements for a modern and innovative handbook. Decision: 
creation of a wiki handbook using the software DokuWiki [1]. 

• Identification of user groups and their interest in the handbook: As user groups: 
o future students,  
o students and graduates as well as  
o Higher Education Institutions (HEI) and teachers  

were identified. 

• Development of the handbook structure, following the user groups. 
• Pre-test of the DokuWiki-software on a test installation at TH Wildau servers 
• Installation and setup of the DokuWiki software. 
• Adaption of the DokuWiki to store different information in different databases 

(ASTONRail database on rail-related study courses and ASTONRail methods 
catalogue on teaching and learning methods) 

• Analysis and collection of existing content from WG 1 – WG 4 and WG 6, transfer of 
some parts to a wiki database, adaption and integration into the requirements of the 
wiki platform and the designed handbook. 

• Integration of Working Group pages for WG 7, WG 8, WG 9 
• Development of additional content and integration into the wiki handbook.  
• Review and formatting of the handbook. 
• Dissemination during the ASTONRail final conference in Stockholm and in printed 

sector journal Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau [2].  

3 ASTONRail Handbook 
3.1 About the ASTONRail Handbook 
The ASTONRail handbook is the key deliverable of the ASTONRail project. It presents the 
project results and makes them usable for the whole railway sector in an easy, innovative and 
sustainable way. The handbook provides the target group, among other things, with modern 
teaching and learning methods (ASTONRail methods catalogue) for rail skills development 
and with the ASTONRail database on rail-related study courses. The handbook should help 
to modernize rail higher education and to gain more skilled employees for the railway sector.  

http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki
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The ASTONRail handbook is a modern web-based and interactive wiki, ensuring the 
continuous update of new findings and a sustainable and living outcome after the end of the 
project. 
Figure 1 shows the start page of the handbook (http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki). An equally simple 
starting point for the handbook is the ASTONRail project start web page, on which the 
handbook was integrated at the end of the project (http://astonrail.eu).  

 
Figure 1: Start page of the ASTONRail handbook 

3.2 Characteristics and Technical Representation of the ASTONRail 
Handbook 

The ASTONRail handbook was created in an innovative and interactive format using the open 
source wiki software DokuWiki [1]. The ASTONRail handbook is embedded into the project 
website [3] and is hosted by the ASTONRail partner EURNEX. The handbook can be 
accessed easily by all users and is available public to ensure a high acceptance and usage. 
The handbook is dynamic and flexible. New content can be integrated and already available 
content can be updated by registered handbook users. This ensures that the information in 
the handbook can be kept up to date. The handbook has an open character; new topics can 
be integrated in the handbook structure with small effort to ensure an easy adoption of the 

http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki
http://astonrail.eu/
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content to the railway sector needs. The technical representation of the handbook makes the 
handbook a sustainable and long-lasting outcome. Every handbook user can easily get a login 
and can contribute with his/her experience to the further refinement of the handbook and to 
keep it up to date even after the project lifetime. The handbook, like all other wikis, will live by 
the contribution of the users, in this case the railway sector stakeholders.   

3.3 ASTONRail Handbook Structure and Content 
The ASTONRail project results are of special interest for several target groups. To make the 
content available fast and easy for the handbook users, the following user groups were 
identified, forming three main pillars in the handbook structure: 

• Future students who want to start a career in rail and therefor are looking for suitable 
study courses, 

• Students and graduates who are looking for a job in the railway sector, 
• People in HEI and teachers who want to implement approaches and learning 

methods in their railway course and programmes and/or who want to build up new rail-
focused courses and programmes. 

Additionally, the handbook includes two pillars about ASTONRail project information and 
information about higher education in rail in general (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Handbook structure and pillars 

Future students can find her/his future study course in the ASTONRail database on rail-related 
study courses (see Annex 1 – Screenshot ASTONRail Database on Rail-Related Study 
Courses) and get information about career perspectives and job profiles in a link collection.  
The ASTONRail database on rail-related study courses is an extensive collection of 
information about rail-related study courses. The database as excel-file was developed in 
WG 1 and was implemented as an interactive database in the wiki handbook in WG 8. The 
database includes 54 course entries from 16 countries at the day of implementation. The 
database entries can be shown as a list and the course entries can be sorted and filtered. 
Users can as well search for keywords. For each study course a fact sheet is available with 
information to the study course, e.g. name of the university, website of the study course, EQF-
level, language and course duration (see as well Annex 1 – Screenshot ASTONRail Database 
on Rail-Related Study Courses).  

http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php/astonrail_handbook:students_graduates:students-graduates
http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php/astonrail_handbook:hei_teachers:hei-teachers
http://astonrail.eu/dokuwiki/doku.php/astonrail_handbook:future_students:database_welcome
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The intention behind the database is to make it easier for future students to find suitable study 
courses and thus attract more students to railway-related courses. For the future, the 
ASTONRail database in the handbook should help to build up more young and skilled 
professionals for the railway industry.  
Handbook users can register and get an own login. Users, e.g. from universities or other higher 
education institutions can add new study courses to the database or revise existing courses. 
In addition, they can contribute to the link collection.  
For students and graduates the handbook offers information about the needs of the railway 
industry. A link collection about national job offer portals in the partner countries was 
developed in WG 8 supporting students and graduates in finding a job in the railway industry. 
This should help to facilitate the transition from the time of studying to work. Relevant job offer 
portals and search platforms are compactly bundled in one place. Registered handbook users 
can update and expand the page by adding career portals from railway-related companies or 
platforms from other countries.  

Higher education institutions and teachers get information in the handbook about how to 
innovate or improve rail teaching in theory and in practice. The handbook offers the 
ASTONRail methods catalogue (see Annex 2 – Screenshot ASTONRail Methods Catalogue) 
which was developed in the project. The method catalogue consists of teaching and learning 
types, teaching and learning methods and assessment methods applicable in railway teaching 
and learning. Each type or method is equipped with at least one best practice example from 
the ASTONRail partners showing how to use the type or method in railway teaching. The 
ASTONRail methods catalogue consists of 41 entries (types and methods) and provides 65 
best practice examples (see Annex 3 – Best Practice Example) at the time of implementation. 
For each type or method a factsheet shows a short description about the type or method, 
possibilities how to use it, challenges and opportunities for the combination with other 
teaching, learning or assessment methods in a well-structured way (see as well Annex 2 – 
Screenshot ASTONRail Methods Catalogue). The methods catalogue is an interactive 
database offering the possibility to search for entries and to filter them. In addition, a collection 
of websites offering information about didactics in higher education in the partner countries in 
general is included in the handbook. Registered handbook users can update the method 
catalogue and the didactics link collection.  
Another part of the handbook gives general ASTONRail project information, such as: 

• Project description, 
• Project partners, 
• Working Group structure, 
• Working Group pages (see an example in Annex 4 – Screenshot Working Group 

Page), showing a summary about the Working Group’s content, achievements and 
providing documents for download. The responsible Working Group leaders delivered 
the content for these Working Group pages.  

The last part of the handbook gives information for all users interested in higher education in 
rail, offering information about levels of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) [4] and 
the Rail Career Matrix [5].  
All initially developed wiki pages are listed in the sitemap in Annex 5 – Screenshot of Sitemap 
(at WG 8 end date).  
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4 Summary 
The handbook was implemented as a wiki format that lives by the contribution of railway sector 
stakeholders. Every user can get a login and can contribute to the further refinement of the 
handbook. With this the whole railway community can take part and support the future higher 
education in the railway sector. 
The ASTONRail handbook should support in detail:  

• Future students in doing their first step towards a career in railways,  
• Students and graduates in finding their job e.g. in the railway industry and 
• Higher Education Institutions and teachers in getting ideas for modernizing rail 

teaching.  

The ASTONRail handbook is innovative, flexible and individually adaptable to cover new 
findings and to stay up to date. It will support the railway sector beyond the ASTONRail project 
lifetime. It presents the results of the ASTONRail project and makes them usable for the public.  
All handbook users are called to contribute with their knowledge to the handbook to keep it up 
to date and alive.  
The ASTONRail handbook was presented by TH Wildau at the public ASTONRail final 
conference in Stockholm in June 2023. The industry representatives and other attendees 
agreed that the handbook will be valuable for the railway industry.  
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6 Annex 
6.1 Annex 1 – Screenshot ASTONRail Database on Rail-Related Study 

Courses 
ASTONRail Database as a list (only first entries displayed): 
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Factsheet for a study course in the database, as an example the factsheet for 
Transportation System Engineering: 
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6.2 Annex 2 – Screenshot ASTONRail Methods Catalogue 
ASTONRail methods catalogue sorted by classification (only first entries displayed): 
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Factsheet for a method, as an example the factsheet for laboratory exercise: 
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6.3 Annex 3 – Best Practice Example 
Example for a best practice example description, related to the method laboratory 
exercise: 
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6.4 Annex 4 – Screenshot Working Group Page 
Working Group page – as an example the page for Working Group 4: 
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6.5 Annex 5 – Screenshot of Sitemap 
Sitemap: 
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